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examined how people form generalized expectations about new information (i.e., "justifications"). People are often overly confident that they will perform well on new information or tasks; this confidence often leads to outcomes that are poor (Rousseau & Karp, 1995). For example, instructors often incorrectly assume that students are prepared for course-related assignments or classes (Lipset, Blum & Fischhoff, 1980). The current
research investigated the processes underlying this justification and the condition in which people are more prone to forming overgeneralized expectations about new information. In Study 1, we demonstrated that people were willing to pay larger amounts of money for new information or tasks than they would for objects they had repeatedly viewed. This greater willingness to pay was present across both the short and long terms (i.e., 7 and
91 days). In Study 2, participants read a list of words and a description of each word (e.g., "house"). They were asked to report which words in the list they would expect to hear in a new word-list presented later. Across four experiments, we found that people formed more overgeneralized expectations for novel words compared with words that were repeatedly presented. The results suggest that repeated exposure increases people's
willingness to pay for new information or tasks, which in turn may lead to the formation of overgeneralized expectations about this information.Deluxe 2Million Pounds of Gold $1 Coin Commemorates 100th Anniversary of Discovery The Royal Mint has launched an exciting
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Dc.disco.com Learn More - Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. In Italy, the Roman Empire developed and expanded throughout the whole of the Mediterranean Basin, where it remained a . Alberto Angela Impero Pdf DownloadConnecting retinal ganglion cells and secondary visual neurons. The mammalian retina contains three distinct subtypes of primary neurons: ganglion cells (GCs), cone
photoreceptors, and rod photoreceptors. GCs connect with almost all other neurons in the brain through the optic nerve and form the main output pathway from the eye to the central nervous system. To achieve this, GCs receive a vast array of synaptic inputs from other retinal neurons. This review discusses our current understanding of the molecular and functional properties of GCs and of their connections with secondary retinal neurons.
We focus on the roles of gap junction and perineuronal nets in these connections and explore the functional consequences of the relatively sparse electrical synapses between GCs. We also discuss the role of these synapses in the function and maintenance of the retinal network.define([ "../core", "../var/support" ], function( jQuery, support ) { (function() { var pixelPositionVal, boxSizingReliableVal, docElem = document.documentElement,
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